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CLEER® TO DEMONSTRATE ITS NEXT, AUDIOPHILE-GRADE
AND FLOW, WIRELESS NOISE CANCELLING PERFORMANCE
HEADPHONES AT AXPONA 2018
Chicago, IL, Axpona – April 3, 2018 – Be in the moment with Cleer, Inc., an award-winning
designer, and manufacturer of high-performance headphones and personal entertainment
electronics as they demonstrate and show their two new Hi-Res models – NEXT and FLOW at
Axpona at The Renaissance Schaumberg Hotel & Convention Center on April 13-15, 2018 in the
Expo Hall – Ear Gear Expo (Booth 147).
The NEXT - Audiophile Headphone melds form and function. A
luxurious, open-back, alloy structure provides a solid platform
from which proprietary ironless magnesium driver units deliver
vivid and nuanced sound and soft-touch sheepskin and memory
foam earpads and headband caress you in comfort. An ultraflexible, Star-Quad cable (1.5m) with LEMO® hardware ensures
optimal audio signal flow with secure connectivity.
The FLOW – Wireless Noise Canceling Headphone delivers
best-in-class wireless noise canceling performance (up to 30dB
ambient suppression1), supported
NEXT – Audiophile
Headphone
by a Qualcomm® CSR8675
®
Bluetooth Audio SoC (Systemon-Chips) for enhanced wireless connectivity with Qualcomm
aptX™ and AAC support for outstanding CD-like quality audio
streaming.
Innovative, audio driver technology, borrowed from the NEXT,
delivers bold and articulate playback via high-excursion with
optimized control and exceptionally low distortion. Up-to 20-hour
FLOW – Wireless Noise
Canceling Headphone
playback and a plush and lightweight design affords extended
listening comfort with flexible folding for easy stowing when on the
move. For an extra touch, interchangeable deco-rings (supplied) allow for personalizing the FLOW
to taste.
The FLOW and NEXT will suit your style or mood BE IN THE MOMENT.
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ABOUT CLEER - Established in 2012, Cleer is a U.S. based, award-winning manufacturer of highperformance headphones and electronics. Whether it’s about high-fidelity reproduction, stealing
peace and quiet in noisy spaces, exploring virtual reality, or hands-free interaction and voicecontrol, BE IN THE MOMENT with Cleer personal entertainment products.
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1 - Actual performance varies based on settings, environmental conditions, and usage.
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